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Abstract
Background: The results obtained from genome-wide association studies (GWAS) often show pronounced
disagreements. Validation of association studies is therefore desired before marker information is incorporated in
selection decisions. A reliable way to confirm a discovered association between genetic markers and phenotypes is
to validate the results in different populations. Therefore, the objective of this study was to validate single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) marker associations to female fertility traits identified in the Nordic Holstein (NH) cattle population
in the Nordic Red (NR) and Jersey (JER) cattle breeds. In the present study, we used data from 3,475 NH sires which
were genotyped with the BovineSNP50 Beadchip to discover associations between SNP markers and eight female
fertility-related traits. The significant SNP markers were then tested in NR and JER cattle.
Results: A total of 4,474 significant associations between SNP markers and eight female fertility traits were detected in
NH cattle. These significant associations were then validated in the NR (4,998 sires) and JER (1,225 sires) dairy cattle
populations. We were able to validate 836 of the SNPs discovered in NH cattle in the NR population, as well as 686
SNPs in the JER population. 152 SNPs could be confirmed in both the NR and JER populations.
Conclusions: The present study presents strong evidence for association of SNPs with fertility traits across three cattle
breeds. We provide strong evidence that SNPs for many fertility traits are concentrated at certain areas on the genome
(BTA1, BTA4, BTA7, BTA9, BTA11 and BTA13), and these areas would be highly suitable for further study in order to
identify candidate genes for female fertility traits in dairy cattle.
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Background
There is often pronounced disagreement between different populations in the results obtained from genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). Validation of association
studies is therefore desired before marker information is
incorporated in selection decisions, or before large sums
are invested into identification of causal factors. The
probability of observing spurious associations between a
particular trait and SNPs in multiple populations by
chance is small, particularly if significant associations are
confirmed in two or more validation populations or
breeds [1,2].
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As a result of the widespread use of artificial insemination (AI), effective dairy cattle population sizes are relatively small. This has had an effect on patterns of
linkage disequilibrium (LD) in dairy cattle breeds. For
example, The Bovine Hapmap Consortium [3] reported
low but non-zero levels of LD of up to 1,000 kb in several dairy breeds, in contrast to humans in which LD is
found only up to tens of kb [4]. Because GWAS exploits
LD, it should be possible to find significant associations
in dairy cattle with markers positioned every 100 kb or
so [5]. On the other hand, the level of LD also limits
the precision of the QTL location, as SNPs at longer
distances will exhibit association due to extended LD
with causal mutation. This extended LD is not expected
to exist across breeds, therefore across-breed validation
of associations may help to narrow down the QTL
interval.
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Cattle breeding organizations in Denmark, Sweden
and Finland participate in a joint breeding value estimation system, known as the Nordic Cattle Breeding Evaluation (NAV). Trait definitions are standardized across
the countries and collected data is housed in a centralized database. The increased total number of records in
pooled datasets allows for reliable detection of associations for traits with low heritability. NAV undertakes
breeding value estimation for three breeds: Nordic
Holstein (NH), Nordic Red (NR) and Jersey (JER). The
standardized phenotype recording for female fertility
traits across these three breeds provides unique data for
discovering and validating female fertility associations.
The objective of this study was to detect associations for
female fertility traits in the NH population and to
validate the discovered associations in the NR and JER
breeds.

Methods
DNA was extracted from semen samples from sires for
genotyping in a previous project, so no ethical approval
was required for this study.
Animals and phenotype data

Data from three Nordic cattle breeds was used in this
study. A total of 3,475 NH sires from Denmark, Sweden
and Finland with official breeding values for female fertility traits were used to discover associations. Data from
NR and JER cattle was used for population validation.
There were 4,998 and 1,225 individuals with official
breeding values in the NR and JER breeds, respectively.
The numbers of animals with official breeding values for
each of the eight fertility-related traits for the three
breeds studied are presented in Table 1. Single-trait
breeding values (STBV) were predicted for each animal
using first to third parity data with best linear unbiased
prediction procedures and a sire model where sires were
Table 1 Number of records analyzed for each female
fertility trait in three cattle breeds
Trait1

Nordic Holstein

Nordic Red

Jersey

AISC

3,380

4,629

1,127

AISH

3,465

4,436

1,147

ICF

3,384

4,613

1,132

IFLC

3,394

4,637

1,135

IFLH

3,464

4,432

1,145

NRRC

3,394

4,636

1,133

NRRH

3,465

4,437

1,148

FTI

3,475

4,719

1,156

1
AIS: number of inseminations per conception, NRR: 56-day non-return rate,
IFL: days from first to last insemination, ICF: length in days of the interval from
calving to first insemination, FTI: fertility index. C and H denote whether the
trait has been measured in cows or heifers, respectively.

treated as unrelated. This means that the STBV of a sire
is predicted from its daughters’ information only. These
STBVs were generated specifically for QTL mapping
studies by the Nordic Cattle Genetic Evaluation company (http://www.nordicebv.info), and were adjusted for
the same systematic environmental effects as in official
routine evaluations. The traits evaluated included: number of inseminations per conception (AIS), 56-day nonreturn rate (NRR), days from first to last insemination
(IFL), and the length in days of the interval from calving
to first insemination (ICF). The Nordic female fertility
index (FTI) is a compound index, based on data collected from Denmark (since 1985), Sweden (since 1982)
and Finland (since 1994). The traits included in the FTI
were: AIS in cows and heifers; ICF in cows; IFL in cows
and heifers; NRR in cows and heifers; and heat strength
(HS) in cows and heifers. FTI is meant to reflect the ease
with which a cow or heifer was able to conceive. The
economic value of HS and NRR were set to zero and
therefore had no weight in the FTI. With the exception
of ICF, STBVs from the national evaluation were available for both heifers, suffixed H, and cows, suffixed C.
For details regarding the phenotypes recorded and
models used in routine breeding value prediction, see
http://www.nordicebv.info.
SNP chip and genotyping

All animal samples were genotyped using the BovineSNP50
beadchip (Illumina, San Diego, CA), which assayed
54,001 SNP markers with a median interval of 37 kb between SNPs [6]. For these experiments, genomic DNA
was extracted from whole blood or semen. The Illumina®
Infinium II multi-sample assay protocol was followed to
prepare SNP chips for scanning using the iScan imaging
system. Analysis was performed using Beadstudio software (version 3.1). The quality parameters used for selection of SNPs in the study were minimum call rates of
85% for individuals and 95% for loci. Marker loci with
minor allele frequencies (MAFs) below 5% were excluded. The minimum acceptable GC score [7] was 0.60
for individual typing, and individuals with average GC
scores below 0.65 were excluded. SNP positions within a
chromosome were designated according to the Bos
taurus genome UMD3.1 assembly [8]. After filtering for
poor quality data, a total of 38,545 SNPs on 29 bovine
autosomes (BTAs) were used to determine associations
in the NH population. NR and JER individuals were genotyped with the same BovineSNP50 beadchip and the
quality control standards used for the NH population
were used. However, only SNPs that showed genomewide significant associations in the discovery population
(in NH) and also passed the within-breed quality control
criteria for genotypes were tested in the two validation
populations.
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Statistical analysis

A SNP-by-SNP analysis was carried out in which each
SNP was tested in turn for association with phenotypes.
The following linear mixed model was used to estimate
SNP effects in the NH population:
yij ¼ μ þ bxij þ si þ eij
Where yij was the single trait estimated breeding value
of individual j, belonging to the half-sib (sire) family i, μ
was the general mean, b is the allelic substitution effect,
xij was the number of copies of an allele (with an arbitrary labeling) of the SNP count in the individual j (corresponding to 0, 1, or 2 copies), and si was the random
effect of the i-th half-sib family and assumed to have covariances according to the relationship among sires. For
example, s = {si} is normally distributed Nð0; σ 2g As Þ, where
σ 2g is the polygenic genetic variance and As is the additive
relationship matrix among the sires derived from the pedigree, and eij was a random residual of individual i, assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean zero and
unknown variance. Testing was done using a t-test against
a null hypothesis of H0: b = 0. The significance threshold
was determined using a Bonferroni correction (within trait
using 38,545 SNP markers). The genome-wide significance
threshold was 1.3×10-6, and was calculated by dividing the
nominal significance threshold of 0.05 by the total number
of SNPs included in the analysis. The analysis were carried
out using DMU software (www.dmu.agrsci.dk)
Validation of associations

The genome-wide significant SNPs were selected from
the NH discovery population. These SNPs were then
tested in the NR and JER populations using the same
model as that described above for NH. For the NR
population, an additional fixed effect of breed was fitted
as individuals in this population are derived from Danish

Red, Swedish Red and White, and Finnish Ayrshire
breeds. A stringent threshold for validation study will result in a few validated associations. As we have used a
stringent criterion in the discovery population, a threshold of P < 0.05 was used in the validation populations.
Therefore, if a SNP showed a genome-wide significant
association for a trait in the NH population, and also
showed a significant association (P < 0.05) for the same
trait in the NR and JER populations, the association was
considered validated. Using one validation population,
the risk of falsely validating of an effect is 0.05. The risk
of falsely validating in exactly one of the two validation
populations is 2*0.05 – (0.05)2 = 0.0975. Finally, the risk
of simultaneous falsely validating in two populations is
(0.05)2 = 0.0025.

Results and discussion
The present association study identified a total of 4,474
genome-wide significant SNPs associated with eight female fertility traits in the NH population (Additional file 1:
Table S1). The most significant SNPs identified were associated with the FTI (973), IFLC (839), NRRC (758) and
ICF (715) traits (Table 2). In general, more SNPs were detected for cow traits (AISC, IFLC, NRRC) than for heifer
traits (AISH, IFLH, NRRH). The most significant SNPs
were detected on BTA1 (548), BTA3 (368), BTA9 (333),
BTA8 (288), BTA13 (279), BTA11 (251), BTA4 (219) and
BTA26 (201). The lowest number of significant SNPs was
detected on BTA27 (26) and BTA28 (21).
According to previous studies [2,9] the only reliable
way to confirm associations is to validate the results in
different populations. We were able to validate 836 SNPs
in the NR population and 686 SNPs in the JER population. Out of these 1,522 validated SNPs, 152 could be
confirmed in both the NR and JER populations (Table 2
and Additional file 2: Table S2). The FTI trait had the
highest number (34) of validated associations across the

Table 2 Number of SNP found to be genome-wide significant in Nordic Holstein (NH) discovery population and validated
at nominal significant level (P < 0.05) in Nordic Red (NR) and Jersey (JER)
Trait1

No. of genome-wide
significant associations
in NH

Validated
in NR

Validated
in JR

Validated in
both NR and JR

Chromosome where the validated SNPs are located

AISC

490

81

79

23

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,14, 16,18,19,20,22,23,24,25,26,28

AISH

117

14

22

2

1,2,5,8,9,11,14,17,19,24,26,29

ICF

715

131

125

28

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,26

IFLC

839

163

111

18

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28

IFLH

148

33

28

9

1,2,4,5,9,11,14,15,17,1,19,20, 22,26,27,29

NRRC

758

124

85

25

1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,21,22,23,24,25,26,28,29

NRRH

434

68

66

13

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 14,15,17,19,23,26,27,28,29

FTI

973

222

170

34

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13, 14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,23,24,25,26,27,28,29

1

AIS: number of inseminations per conception, NRR: 56-day non-return rate, IFL: days from first to last insemination, ICF: length in days of the interval from calving
to first insemination, FTI: fertility index. C and H denote whether the trait has been measured in cows or heifers, respectively.
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three breeds, followed by ICF (28). We observed only a
few validations across the three breeds for the AISH (2)
and IFLH (9) traits. In this study we used distantly related breeds for validation of associations. Therefore, the
main reason for failure to validate many associations
could be due to the fact that some NH associations were
not segregating in the JER and NR breeds. The power of
detecting associations also depends on minor allele frequencies and the genetic background. Therefore, the
probability of detecting a QTL in three independent
populations is reduced drastically even if the power to
detect the QTL is high in one population. For example,
if the power to detect a QTL is 80% in all three populations individually, the joint probability of this QTL being
detected in all three populations is only 51%.
Pryce et al. [10] carried out a study to validate QTLs
affecting female fertility (pregnancy within the first 42
days of mating). The Holstein cattle were used as the
discovery population, while a new sample from Holstein
and another Jersey population were used to validate associations. However, they could not validate any SNPs
associated with female fertility across breeds. This exposes the challenges associated with mapping and validating associations related to female fertility. In contrast,
we were able to validate a large number of associations
due to the availability of large samples from three breeds
and due to the uniform phenotype definitions across
these three breeds. The correlation between the absolute
values of the validated SNP effect sizes was higher between the NH and NR (0.18) populations compared to
that of the NH and JER (0.10) populations. The correlation between the absolute values of the validated SNP
effect sizes between JER and NR was 0.02. The correlations between the absolute effect sizes for the validated
SNP-by-trait associations were low. This illustrates that
marker associations between SNPs and Quantitative
Trait Nucleotides (QTNs) are generally not well preserved between breeds. This may reflect a closer relationship between NH and NR than between NH and
JER, in part due to the import of Holstein genetics to
some portion of the NR breed. The difference in correlations could also be due to a more reliable estimate of
SNP effects in NH and NR due to the larger sample sizes
compared to those for the JER population. Pryce et al.
[10] also reported a very low correlation (0.04) between
absolute effect sizes between NH and JER for fertility.
The results from the present study were also compared to previous studies. However, direct comparison
between the results obtained in this study and those
from previous studies is hindered by the fact that locations
from linkage analyses are mostly given in centimorgans
(cM) and do not necessarily reflect the same physical location on the genome as the results derived from different
genome assemblies. There are also differences in trait
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definitions across countries, which makes comparison
difficult.
Fertility QTLs detected

Many significant SNP markers were detected for female fertility traits in this study (Additional file 1: Table S1). As the
aim of our study was to validate significant SNP markers in
other breeds, we decided to focus on those chromosomes
that harbored validated, significant SNP markers in all three
breeds. The chromosomes harboring multiple QTLs, which
were also validated in the NR and JER populations, were
BTA1, BTA4, BTA7, BTA9, BTA11, and BTA13. These
chromosomes are discussed in detail below.
BTA1

On BTA1 several SNPs were detected with association to
seven of the eight fertility traits analyzed (AISC, ICF, IFLC,
IFLH, NRRC, NRRH, and FTI). For all of these traits,
SNPs were confirmed in both the NR and JER populations
(Additional file 2: Table S2). The confirmed SNP markers
were concentrated in the range of 77 Mb to 100 Mb for
AISC, IFLC, NRRC, NRRH, and FTI, whereas ICF and
IFLH had a confirmed SNP in the range of 55 Mb to
60 Mb. Interestingly, AISC showed 6 confirmed SNP
markers (BTA-36624-no-rs, UA-IFASA-6360, Hapmap52416rs29016842, BTA-13139-rs29018103, BTB-01195902 and
BTA-108728-no-rs) in the area between 77 Mb and
100 Mb. Furthermore, the AISH, IFLH and NRRH traits
have their highest peak location in the same area (Additional
file 1: Table S1). The proximity of the concentrated association peak suggests that the associations for these traits
may reflect the same underlying causative mutations. Previously, Sahana et al. [11] detected SNP markers associated with FTI within the same area as the SNPs associated
with FTI in our study. In fact, SNP rs29019866 was found
to be significant in both studies. However, a portion of the
NH data used in our study was also used by Sahana et al.
[11]. Ben-Jemaa et al. [12] detected QTLs for non-return
rate within the marker brackets INRA073 (78.9 Mb) and
BM1824 (132.5 Mb), which is in the vicinity of the SNPs
associated with FTI in our study. Significant SNP markers
for AISH were also detected in the Finnish Ayrshire breed
at 88 Mb [13], however part of the NR validation population used in the present study was also used in this previous study. In addition, a QTL was detected at marker
INRA073 (78.9 Mb) in French dairy cattle for the trait of
success or failure of each insemination [14]. Taken together, these findings strongly imply that the areas between 55 Mb to 60 Mb and 77 Mb to 100 Mb on BTA1
affect fertility in dairy cattle.
BTA4

BTA4 harbored several SNPs with association to five fertility traits (AISC, FTI, ICF, IFLC, NRRC), which were
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confirmed in both the NR and JER populations (Additional
file 2: Table S2). The SNPs associated with AISC, FTI, and
IFLC showed overlap in the area of 50 Mb, indicating that
the same genes may play a role in the regulation of these
traits. The SNPs detected for ICF (40 Mb) and NRRC (69 –
80 Mb) were on a different location on the chromosome.
In the vicinity of the associated SNP markers for ICF, a
previous study [15] detected a QTL associated with IFLC.
In addition, SNPs associated with fertility treatments,
AISC, and IFLC have been detected on this chromosome
in the vicinity of the regions found in this study [11]. A
SNP association for NRRH was previously detected at
35 Mb in the Finnish Ayrshire population [13]. In
addition, previous work detected significant SNP markers
linked to SCRN1 in the area of 69 Mb [16], and a QTL for
daughter fertility on BTA4 was linked to the gene ADCY1
[17]. In the present study, we detected SNPs associated
with four different fertility traits (FTI, ICF, IFLC and
NRRC) near the ADCY1(76,9 Mb) gene. The fact that the
SNPs of these four different traits overlap indicates that
these traits can be regulated by the same gene(s). Leptin
(93,2 Mb), which is also located on BTA4, is also associated with fertility [18,19]. Even though validated SNPs
were detected in the vicinity of the leptin gene, SNP
markers within the leptin gene [18] were not present on
the SNP array used in this study.
BTA7

On BTA 7 SNP associated with FTI, IFLC, and AISC
were overlapping. The same SNP markers for each trait
could be validated in NR and JER (ARS-BFGL-NGS81749, BFGL-NGS-119353, BTB-01207097). The validated SNP markers occurred around 40 Mb and 90 Mb.
These findings strongly suggest that this area of the genome influences female fertility in dairy cattle. A previous
study [11] detected a SNP marker for IFLC, and the
same SNP marker (ss117968986) was associated with
AISC in our study. In addition, a QTL for female fertility
was detected close to marker INRA053 on BTA7 [14].
However, the confidence interval was large and therefore
it is difficult to tell whether these QTLs overlap with the
associations found in our study.
BTA9

SNPs associated with eight fertility traits (IFLC, IFLH,
ICF, NRRC, NRRH, AISC, AISH, and FTI) were detected
on BTA9. SNPs for IFLC, NRRC and FTI were validated
for all three breeds in the area of 90 Mb to 100 Mb. Furthermore, SNPs for AISC, IFLC, FTI, and NRRC were
validated in the range of 55 Mb to 70 Mb, whereas confirmed SNPs associated with ICF were located at 25 Mb
and 30 Mb. A previous study [11] detected SNPs associated with AISC, FTI and fertility treatments on BTA9,
however none of these SNPs were among the validated
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SNPs detected in our study. Two separate studies [20,21]
detected a QTL for non-return rate near the marker
TGLA73 (76.7 Mb), which coincides with the BTA9 region containing SNPs detected for AISC, FTI, IFLC and
NRRC in the present study. Combined linkage and linkage
disequilibrium analysis were used to fine-map this QTL to
27 cM [22], and a QTL for heat intensity was detected
near the marker BMS817 (39.3 Mb) [21], which coincides
with the QTLs we detected for AISH, AISC, FTI, ICF,
IFLC, IFLH, NRRC, and NRRH.
BTA11

Validated SNPs associated with all eight fertility traits
(AISH, AISC, ICF, NRRH, NRRC, IFLC, IFLH, and FTI)
were detected on BTA11. Markers for IFLH, IFLC and
FTI centered in the area of 80 Mb to 85 Mb, while
markers for NRRC and ICF were located in the area of
60 Mb. SNPs were also validated in the area between
0 Mb and 33 Mb for NRRC, NRRH, and FTI. Interestingly, the NRRC and ICF traits showed overlap on two
different regions of the genome with strong association
in the NH population. However, these markers could
not be validated in either the NR or JER populations.
Even though BTA11 shows many significant SNP
markers for multiple traits, only a few of them could be
validated in the NR and JER breeds (ICF(1), FTI(2), IFLC
(1)). A previous study [15] detected a QTL for ICF in
the area of 84 Mb to 90 Mb, and three significant SNP
markers for daughter fertility were previously detected
on BTA11 [17]. One of these SNP markers was detected
in the area of the validated IFLC SNPs detected in this
study (29.0 Mb) and one was detected in the vicinity of
the SNPs we detected and validated for NRRC and ICF.
These two SNP markers were linked to the PPM1B
(26,4 Mb) and SLC1A4 (63.3 Mb)genes, respectively.
BTA13

We identified 117 significant SNP markers for ICF on
BTA13. Of the 117 significant SNP markers, 5 could be
validated in both the NR and JER populations. Four
SNPs were validated in the area from 38 Mb-45 Mb,
while one SNP was validated around 65 Mb. In a previous study, a QTL for ICF was detected between markers
BL1071 (71.9 Mb) and AGLA232 (77.6 Mb) by using
linkage analysis [15]. In addition, Sahana et al. [11] detected SNP markers for ICF on BTA13. Seven of these
SNP markers were also significant in our study, however
none of these markers were validated in the NR or JER
populations. Schulman et al. [13] also detected a significant association with ICF at 18.1 Mb on BTA13, and
Huang et al. [23] detected a QTL for fertilization rate
(77.0 Mb and 83.7 Mb) and blastocyst rate (1.8 Mb) on this
chromosome. These findings make BTA13 particularly
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interesting for further analysis to identify the genes underlying genetic variation in ICF.
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rather than to familial sub-structure, and the suitability
of controlling the inflation through methods like genomic control in such situations [29] needs to be studied.

Overlap between cow and heifer fertility associations

The genetic correlation between cow and heifer fertility
traits varies in the literature but is generally low [24,25].
This indicates that the genes involved in the fertility
traits of a heifer are different from those of a lactating
cow. This is reflected in the results of this association
study, in which little QTL overlap between cow and
heifer fertility traits was found. These results are in
agreement with those of a previous linkage study in
which we detected little QTL overlap between cow and
heifer traits [15].
Association analysis model

Complex familial relationships are the primary confounding factor in dairy cattle GWAS studies [26].
When familial relatedness exists, the linear mixed model
that accounts for the relatedness among all individuals is
a useful approach in reducing the false positive rate [27].
In these analyses, a polygenic random effect term is included to represent the family structure. However, this
approach is computationally challenging for large datasets. A previous study [28] has shown that a ‘compressed’ model in which individuals are clustered into
groups can maintain a power similar to the linear mixed
model of Yu et al. [27]. At the same time, the compressed model markedly reduces computing time. In
these analyses, we have fitted a pedigree-based sire
model, which considers the relationships among the
grandsires to account for the relationship among the
half-sib families.
We observed that the distribution of P-values had
an intermediate to large genome-wide inflation. The
lambda-values that reflect the genome-wide inflation of
the test statistics [29] ranged from 2.6 to 4.7 for different
traits. There are several potential explanations for this.
First, the linkage disequilibrium in the NH population is
extended to a very long range and the effective NH
population size is around 50 [30]. Therefore, in a single
marker analysis, all the SNPs in linkage disequilibrium
with QTNs will have an effect on the analyses. Therefore, for each causal mutation 100 s of SNPs could show
associations with traits. Second, the fertility traits analyzed in the present study are under intense directional
artificial selection. This can result in genome-wide inflation of P-values. Such inflation will differ among traits
depending on selection pressure. The highest lambdavalue of 4.7 was observed for FTI, which is a combined
index of fertility traits and is in the breeding goal. We
have not corrected the test statistics using lambdavalues. The inflation observed in this analysis is more
likely due to high LD and artificial selection of the traits

Conclusions
Validation of association studies is important before
marker information is incorporated in selection decisions or before large sums is invested into identification
of causal factors. The present study presents strong evidence for association of SNPs with fertility traits across
three cattle breeds. We provide strong evidence that
SNPs for many fertility traits are concentrated at certain
areas on the genome (BTA1, BTA4, BTA7, BTA9, BTA11
and BTA13), and these areas would be highly suitable for
further study in order to identify candidate genes for female fertility traits in dairy cattle.
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